The School District of Palm Beach County  
Project Name  
SDPBC Project No.

SECTION 10 12 00  
DISPLAY CASES

PART 1 GENERAL  
1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS  
A. Drawings and general provisions of Contract, including General and supplementary Conditions and other Division 1 specification sections, apply to work in this section.

1.2 DESCRIPTION OF WORK  
A. This Contractor shall furnish and install the display cases as shown on the drawings or herein specified or both.
B. This work includes all plant facilities, services, materials, labor, tools, and accessories as required.
C. All framing and finishing required for the installation of the items specified herein will be by others.

1.3 JOB CONDITIONS  
A. This Contractor shall inspect the job conditions as he finds them and his starting work constitutes approval of conditions.

1.4 QUALITY ASSURANCE  
A. Take field measurements prior to preparation of shop drawings and fabrication where possible to insure proper fitting or work.
B. However, allow for adjustments within specified tolerances wherever taking of field measurements before fabrication might delay work.

1.5 SUBMITTALS  
A. Submit manufacturer’s detailed technical data for materials, fabrication, and installation, including catalog cuts of anchors, hardware, fastenings, and accessories.
B. Submit shop drawings for fabrication and erection of display cases not fully described by product drawings, templates, and instructions for installation of devices built into other work.

PART 2 PRODUCTS  
2.1 MANUFACTURER  
A. Display Cases shall be as manufactured by AARCO Products, Inc., or approved equal.

2.2 FREE STANDING DISPLAY CASE  
A. Display Case shall be similar to Model 10-2100, tempered glass end panels, and tempered glass sliding doors, three tempered glass shelves per unit, adjustable shelf brackets, showcase lock, with fluorescent lighting/diffuser and a wood grain rear panel.
B. Trim to be satin anodized aluminum.
C. Supply display cases at locations shown on the drawings.
   1. All tempered or safety glass shall have labels indicating they are tempered or safety glass.

2.3 RECESSED DISPLAY CASE  
A. Recessed Display Case shall be similar to Model 10-2000, sizes as shown on the drawings, tempered glass sliding doors, two tempered glass shelves per unit, adjustable shelf brackets, inside surfaces are oak laminate, key able lock, with fluorescent lighting/diffuser and a natural cork rear panel.
B. Trim to be bronze anodized aluminum.
C. Supply recessed display cases at locations shown on the drawings.
   1. All tempered or safety glass shall bear permanent labels identifying them as such.
PART 3  EXECUTION

3.1  INSTALLATION
   A. Install display cases and accessories in strict accordance with manufacturer's instructions.
   B. Verify that site conditions are ready to receive work and dimensions are as indicated on the
      approved shop drawings and instructed by the manufacturer.

3.2  CLEANING
   A. After installation, thoroughly clean all exposed surfaces and repair all damaged material to its
      original condition or replaced with new material.

3.3  WARRANTY
   A. This Contractor shall fully guarantee all materials and labor under this section for a period of
      one year from date of final acceptance of the building against all defects in both workmanship
      and materials and he shall promptly correct and/or replace such faulty work if so notified.

   END OF SECTION